The Superior Propane Centre would like everyone to be aware of these protocols during the
pandemic. We appreciate that everyone is visiting the facility and our ice surfaces are being
used, however keep in mind we have to be mindful of each other and follow these rules to keep
everyone safe.
Spectators - Please be advised that the Superior Propane Centre will be permitting only
members of the ice participant’s immediate family (Maximum of three parent/ guardian/ siblings
only) during ice times. Children/siblings must be attended by the guardian at all times in their
immediate vicinity. The goal is to restrict the amount of people who enter the facility and reduce
any mass gatherings, following all Public Health guidelines.
With this increased capacity it is of utmost importance to maintain proper distancing at all times.
Please do not congregate in groups and do not wait in the lobby area for your child or ice
participant. The lobby is a through way only. Participants and family must leave the facility
immediately after their ice times, please do not stay to watch others play as we want those
coming with the next participants to watch their own ice times and have access to the spaces
required.
Mandatory Masks - It is mandatory to wear a face covering when entering the Superior
Propane Centre. Face covering must be worn at all times when in the building. We all have a
role to play in reducing the transmission of a virus during a pandemic/outbreak in our
community. In some cases, simple measures can help prevent the spread of infection such as
proper handwashing, coughing/sneezing etiquette, avoid touching your eyes, nose, and mouth,
as well as the use of face coverings when in public enclosed spaces. Wearing a face mask can
be a way of covering your mouth and nose to prevent respiratory droplets from contaminating
others or landing on surfaces (New Brunswick Office of the Chief Medical Office of Health
(Public Health)).
Contact Tracing – We will continue with contact tracing as you enter the facility per the
provincial order. Teams are permitted in the facility 15 minutes prior to their booking, therefore
we ask that all ice participants enter first as they need to get onto the ice surface on time.
Parents / Guardians / Siblings may enter after the ice participants have entered.
*Note - The SPC is now allowing shower access. One shower per dressing room and players
have up to 30 minutes after their ice time to clear the dressing room.
Slapshots Restaurant – Slapshots restaurant is only open to serve food and beverages. We
are not able to permit anyone in the restaurant space who wants to view the ice surfaces only
per the NB regulations for food and beverage establishments. If you are in the restaurant you
are required to be seated and not move freely within this space. If you want to access the
balcony section in Rink B or C, you can ask the waitress/hostess to permit you access, please
wait for someone to come talk to you at the front door of the restaurant. Access doors are
properly marked as to enter and exits.

